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ABSTRACT: The removal of thiocyanate, a toxic anion originating in a large
number of industrial processes, from aqueous solutions was investigated using
adsorbents of different natures (activated carbon, zeolite, diatomite, sepiolite,
hydrotalcite, steel-making residues). The uptake of thiocyanate anions did not
seem to be directly related to the porous features of the adsorbents, but rather
connected to the ion–adsorbent affinity. The highest retention in synthetic
solutions was obtained with hydrotalcite, followed by activated carbon, zeolite
and the steel-making slags. In real wastewater, the removal efficiency of
hydrotalcite relative to industrial wastewater was largely suppressed due to the
organic matter present. In contrast, the retention ability of the activated carbon
and the slags was less modified in real wastewater due to their open porous
networks. These results indicate that steel-making slag could be used as a
potential adsorbent for the removal of thiocyanate anions from real wastewater
produced in coke-making processes without any additional processing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Thiocyanate is potentially toxic to humans and aquatic organisms due to its low biodegradability
and intrinsic toxicity. In humans, thiocyanate ions are neurotoxic, and high blood thiocyanate
concentrations may provoke the inhibition of the activity of various enzymes (Boening and Chew
2005), as well as malfunctioning of the thyroid gland (Hartung 1982). Wastewaters containing
thiocyanate anions originate from a number of industrial processes, with concentrations ranging
from 50 to > 2000 ppm depending on the industrial activity. Among major sources of thiocyanate
pollution are coal-coking, hydrometallurgy, printing and dyeing textiles, acrylic fibre production,
photofinishing and electroplating (Beekhuis 1975). Due to their toxicity, the occurrence of
thiocyanate anions in industrial wastewater is undesirable and they must therefore be neutralized
or removed from industrial streams prior to their release into the environment (Evangelho and
Gonçalves 2001; Kociolek-Balawejder 1999).

Among the conventional methods for the purification of wastewater, biological treatment is the
most cost-effective and widely applied However, application of this method to the remediation of
industrial wastewater has a considerable limitation; most industrial pollutants usually inhibit the
biological process thereby largely reducing the overall efficiency of biological treatment. To
overcome this limitation, industrial wastewaters very often need to be pre-treated to reduce their
toxic component contents. Several methods, such as adsorption, solvent extraction, oxidation and



biodegradation, have been investigated for the removal of thiocyanate anions from water and
wastewater (Hung and Pavlostathis 1997; Balawejdar 2000; Kopya et al. 1997; Ayranci and
Conway 2001; Namasivayam and Sureshkumar 2007; Stott et al. 2001). In this regard, adsorption
is one of the most efficient methods due to the range of adsorbents available and their capability
to deal with almost any compound present in wastewater. Although the affinity of most adsorbents
is much enhanced towards organic pollutants, some specific adsorbents possess relatively large
capacities for the removal of inorganic species (Budinova et al. 2006, 2009). 

The main objective of the present study was to investigate the removal of thiocyanate anions at
low and high ionic concentrations from aqueous solution using adsorbents of a varied nature
(zeolite, diatomaceous earth, sepiolite, activated carbon and hydrotalcite). Special attention has
been paid to the use of solid residues generated by the steel industry whose high concentrations
of iron oxide makes them unsuitable in cement-making (the most common end-use of steel-
making solid wastes). Additional costly post-treatments (such as metal recovery) must be applied
to such wastes before their recycling (Smith et al. 2009). Consequently, we have explored their
value as adsorbents for direct use in the treatment of wastewaters containing thiocyanate anions,
which can be generated in the coke-making process. For this purpose, the adsorptive performance
of the adsorbents was evaluated in synthetic and real wastewater supplied from a coke-making
facility in ArcelorMittal FCE/Asturias (Spain). 

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. Sample preparation 

A selection of commercially available adsorbents of different nature including an activated carbon,
zeolite, diatomite, sepiolite and hydrotalcite was investigated. A brief description of the composition
and properties of these materials together with their nomenclature is provided in Table 1. All the
commercial adsorbents were used as received, with the exception of hydrotalcite which was
previously calcined at 500 ºC (and stored in desiccator prior to use). Additionally, various solid
wastes from the steel-making industry in Asturias (Spain) were also used as adsorbents: slags
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TABLE 1. Characteristics and Nomenclature of Adsorbents Selected 

Type of adsorbent Nomenclature Characteristics and remarks

Zeolite ZEO Zeolite LTA 5A; 3D structure with pores running perpendicular
to each other; supplied as a powder.

Sepiolite SEP Pangel S9©; natural clay mineral with the general formula
Mg8Si12O30(OH)4•nH2O; supplied as a powder.

Diatomaceous earth DIA Celatom©; naturally occurring, soft sedimentary rocks
(diatomites); supplied as a powder.

Hydrotalcite HYT Anionic clay (synthetic) with the general formula Mg6Al2
(CO3)(OH)16•nH2O; supplied as a powder.

Activated carbon AC Activated carbon from the physical activation of coal; particle
fraction size 700–1000 µm.

Steel-making slag SA, SV Steel-making solid residue; particle fraction size 212–500 µm.
Blast furnace sludge SLU Steel-making solid residue; supplied as a powder, particle

fraction size < 212 µm.



(samples SA and SV) and blast furnace sludge (SLU). The blast furnace sludge powders were used
as received; the slags were sieved and a particle fraction size in the range 212–500 µm selected. 

2.2. Characterization 

Textural characterization of the materials was carried out via the measurement of N2 adsorption
isotherms at –196 ºC in an automatic apparatus (Tristar 3000, Micromeritics). Before such
experiments, the samples were outgassed overnight under vacuum at 250 ºC. The isotherms were
used to calculate the specific surface area, SBET, the total pore volume, VT, and the mesopore and
micropore volumes (Rouquerol et al. 1999). The solid residues were further characterized by
elemental analysis using LECO automatic analyzers (LECO CHNS-932 and LECO VTF-900) and
the elemental composition of the inorganic components by atomic absorption spectrometry. The
pHpzc value was estimated using a modification of the mass titration procedure of Noh and
Schwarz (1989) as reported elsewhere (Ania et al. 2007). Attenuated total reflectance/Fourier-
transform infrared (ATR/FT-IR) spectra of the adsorbents were recorded with a Nicolet apparatus.
All samples were scanned 64 times at a spectral resolution of 4 cm–1. 

2.3. Adsorption from aqueous solution 

Synthetic aqueous solutions of thiocyanate anions of concentration in the range 30–1500 ppm
were prepared using A.R. grade potassium thiocyanate as obtained from Sigma–Aldrich. The
removal efficiency of the materials towards thiocyanate anions was explored employing batch-
mode adsorption experiments at room temperature. Thus, ca. 1 g of each material was weighed
accurately, contacted with 200 m� of thiocyanate solution and the resulting mixture stirred for 24
h. After this time, the adsorbate concentration in the supernatant liquid was measured by an ionic
HPLC (Metrohm) provided with a conductivity detector, using a standard anionic column (Metro
A Supp 5 mm, polyvinyl alcohol with quaternary ammonium groups) and sodium carbonate
(3.6 mM) as the mobile phase. The amount adsorbed was evaluated from the equation: 

where C0 is the initial thiocyanate anion concentration, Ct is the concentration of thiocyanate
anions remaining in the solution after a time t, V is the volume of the solution and m is the mass
of adsorbent employed.

To investigate the effect of the initial concentration of thiocyanate anions, various stock
solutions of increasing concentration ranging from 30 ppm to 1500 ppm were used in the above
experiments while keeping the adsorbent dosage constant (5 g/�). Blank experiments were also
carried out to verify that no adsorption occurred on the walls of the containers. Experiments were
performed in duplicate with the mean values being reported here. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Characterization of adsorbents 

Selection of the commercially available adsorbents was made on the basis of their different
chemical and structural features. Thus, the activated carbon was a hydrophobic adsorbent 
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(pHpzc ~ 9) characterized by a low oxygen content. The zeolite was characterized by a somewhat
neutral character (pHpzc ~ 7.7), whereas diatomite, hydrotalcite and sepiolite all displayed a
slightly basic character (Table 1). Close inspection of the results obtained for calcined HYT
showed that the basic character was a consequence of the removal of bound water together with
other ionizable functional groups from the hydrotalcite surface upon calcination at 500 ºC. 

The steel-making slags (samples SA and SV) were mainly inorganic in nature, whereas the blast
furnace sludge (SLU) also displayed a significant carbon content (ca. 40 wt%). The inorganic
matter in the steel-making residues consisted of silicon, calcium, iron and magnesium as the major
constituents. Small amounts of aluminium, manganese or alkalines, as well as traces of a few
transition metals (copper, nickel), were also found in the slags. Measurements of the pH revealed
the basic character of the steel-making residues (pH values of ca. 8 and 12 for the sludge and the
slags, respectively). 

Figure 1 shows the N2 adsorption isotherms at –196 ºC of the investigated materials, while their
main textural parameters such as surface areas and pore volumes are listed in Table 2. Samples
AC and ZEO exhibited Type I isotherms according to the IUPAC classification (Brunauer et al.
1940), characteristic of porous materials with high surface areas and a well-developed
microporosity. The rest of the adsorbents studied (i.e. sepiolite, diatomite, hydrotalcite and the
steel-making residues) all displayed features characteristic of low porosity, with Type II isotherms
which are indicative of macroporous materials with almost negligible micropore volumes.
Hysteresis loops were observed in the desorption branches of these isotherms, pointing to a small
contribution of mesopores of large sizes (ca. 15–20 nm). The corresponding textural parameters
retrieved from the gas adsorption data confirmed the low surface area and pore volumes of the
steel-making residues and the inorganic materials, as well as the presence of a well-developed and
interconnected microporosity in the activated carbon and the zeolite (Table 2). The mean pore size
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Figure 1. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms at –196 ºC for the adsorbents investigated. 
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of the microporous adsorbents as evaluated from the gas adsorption data was 0.5 nm and 1.5 nm
for samples ZEO and AC, respectively. 

The FT-IR spectra of the selected materials are shown in Figure 2. The sharp bands observed at
~ 3691, ~ 3637, ~ 3574 and 3419 cm–1 in samples SA, SV and SEP may be assigned to the
hydroxyl stretching modes in mineral layered aluminium silicates containing different structural
water molecules (adsorbed or coordinated/interlayer water), octahedrically coordinated –OH
groups in magnesium/calcium hydroxides and free silanol (SiOH) groups (dos Reis et al. 2004;
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Figure 2. FT-IR spectra of the studied materials: (a) samples AC, SLU, HYT, SV and SA; (b) samples ZEO, SEP and DIA.
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TABLE 2. Main Textural Parameters as Evaluated from Nitrogen
Adsorption Isotherms at –196 ºC and Point of Zero Charge (pHpzc)

Measurements of the Materials Investigated

Sample pHpzc SBET Vtotal
a Vmicropores

b Vmesopores
b

(m2/g) (cm3/g) (cm3/g) (cm3/g)

SLU 8.1 24 0.093 0.000 0.034
SA 12.1 18 0.045 0.004 0.039
SV 12.5 20 0.044 0.006 0.037
AC 9.2 1150 0.636 0.330 0.143
ZEO 7.7 760 0.286 0.267 0.00
HYT 9.6 29 0.049 0.000 0.038
SEP 8.5 32 0.054 0.004 0.021
DIA 7.9 26 0.076 0.003 0.032

aEvaluated at p/p0 ~ 0.95.  bEvaluated by DFT method.



Van der Maerl and Beutelspacher 1976). In the case of HYT, the broad band centred at 3400–3500
cm–1 confirms the presence of weakly adsorbed water despite the calcination treatment at 500 ºC
(Williams and Fleming 1995; Lopez-Salinas et al. 1997). 

Bands characteristic of silicate minerals are observed between 1400 and 400 cm–1,
corresponding mainly to Si–O bonds in the tetrahedral sheets and to Mg–O stretching vibrations
in the octahedral sheets. The wide band centred at 1088 and 950 cm–1 observed in the IR spectra
of the zeolite, diatomite and sepiolite is composed of four more different bands (1211, 1060, 937
and 855 cm–1) representing the symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations of MO4 (M = Si
or Al) tetrahedra. The band at 1668–1637 cm-1 corresponds to the H–O–H bending modes of
hydroxides and again indicates the presence of bound water (hydrated phases) (Alkan et al. 2005;
Othman et al. 2006). This band was observed in the IR spectra of most of the samples, with the
exception of AC and SLU. 

The band appearing at 1421 cm–1 (observed in the spectra of the steel-making slags and
hydrotalcite) corresponds to the C–O stretching modes of the carbonate ion, with the bands at 873
and 715 cm–1 being attributed to the deformation modes of the C–O vibrations (Othman et al.
2006). In the low-energy range of the spectrum, i.e. at ~ 785 cm–1 and ~ 705–645 cm–1, the peaks
may be attributed to the presence of Mg–O and Al–O bands (Lopez-Salinas et al. 1997). 

In contrast, both AC and SLU samples showed flat FT-IR spectra characteristic of carbon
materials with a low surface functional group density (Zawasdki 1989); this is in good agreement
with their respective chemical compositions (i.e. high carbon content). 

3.2. Thiocyanate anion adsorption from aqueous solutions 

3.2.1. Effects of the initial concentration of thiocyanate anions and the adsorbent dosage

Figure 3 overleaf shows the adsorption capacity (amount adsorbed per g adsorbent) and the
removal efficiency (expressed as the fraction of SCN– anions removed versus the initial amount
present in solution) obtained on the activated carbon for various initial thiocyanate anion
concentrations. This figure is given as an example, since the remainder of the selected materials
exhibited similar trends. 

It can be seen that the amount of SCN– anions adsorbed increased gradually from 2 mg/g to
13 mg/g as the initial value of the solution concentration increased. In contrast, the removal
efficiency followed a different trend. Thus, at low initial SCN– anion concentrations (ca. below
150 ppm), the SCN– anions were almost completely removed from the aqueous solution (removal
efficiency > 90%); however, the removal efficiency fell to values of ca. 10% for SCN– anion
concentrations above 750 ppm. The removal efficiency — defined as the fraction of adsorbate
removed versus the initial amount present in solution — is largely dependent on the experimental
operating conditions (i.e. the adsorbent dosage, the initial adsorbate concentration). In the case of
the removal of an inorganic anion such as thiocyanate, the adsorption capacity for the removal of
SCN– was rather small and, consequently, the fraction removed at high initial anion concentrations
at a given adsorbent dosage was affected to a considerable extent. In fact, the removal efficiency
could be improved for a given initial solution concentration if the adsorbent dosage was varied
(over the range 1–15 g/�). This is clearly illustrated in Figure 3(b) which shows the variation in
the amount of SCN– anions adsorbed at a fixed initial concentration (1500 ppm) when the dosage
of activated carbon was varied. It will be seen from the figure that the amount of SCN– anions
adsorbed showed a smooth and gradual increase with only small variations in the uptake at high
adsorbent dosages (i.e. 10–15 g/�), while the removal efficiency exhibited a sharp increase rather
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than a constant value at high adsorbent dosages. The effect of adsorbent dosage is mainly related
to the increase in the number of available binding sites with increasing amounts of adsorbent. 

3.2.2. Effects of contact time and adsorbent nature

The kinetics of thiocyanate anion adsorption were initially evaluated to assess the time needed
for equilibrium. This time was then employed in the experiments designed to determine the
maximum adsorption capacity of each adsorbent. Figure 4 below shows the changes in
adsorption capacity with time for the materials investigated, employing an initial SCN– anion
concentration of 1500 ppm. The curves show the well-known pattern exhibited by a favourable
adsorption process, with a fast uptake at short times followed by a plateau indicating that
equilibrium had been attained (ca. within less than 24 h for all the materials). This behaviour may
be attributed to the decrease in the number of available adsorption sites on the surface of the
adsorbents as adsorption proceeded and the first molecules of adsorbate were retained.
Practically all the SCN– anions were removed from the aqueous solution within the first minutes
after the contact with the adsorbent; this was observed for all the investigated materials,
regardless of their adsorption capacities, suggesting that the overall adsorption process was not
influenced by external mass-transfer diffusion in any of the adsorbents studied. 

With respect to the removal efficiency, the largest uptake was obtained on the calcined
hydrotalcite (ca. 100 mg/g) despite its low surface area and pore volume, whereas highly porous
adsorbents (activated carbon and zeolite) showed rather low adsorption capacities, similar to those
attained with the series of inorganic adsorbents with low porosities (sepiolite, diatomite and steel-
making residues). In general, it may be inferred that the adsorption capacity was apparently not
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Figure 3. (a) Plots of the adsorption capacity of AC (left vertical axis) and the removal efficiency of AC (right vertical
axis) towards thiocyanate anions at various initial solution concentrations: adsorbent dosage = 5 g/�. (b) Effect of
adsorbent dosage on the removal of thiocyanate anions onto sample AC: initial conc. of SCN– anions = 1500 ppm.
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related to the textural features of the materials, but rather to their nature and composition (and thus
the affinity of thiocyanate to the surfaces of the adsorbents). It should be noted that the adsorption
capacities obtained in the present study are comparable with those reported in the literature for the
removal of SCN– anions from aqueous solution onto different adsorbents (Stott et al. 2001;
Li et al. 2008; Namasivayan and Sangeetha 2005; Kunz and Giannelli 1976). 

The large uptake of SCN– anions exhibited by the hydrotalcite was due to its chemical
composition and lamellar structure. Hydrotalcites are anionic clays composed of positively
charged layers (double-layered hydroxides of Mg and Al with the formula [Mg1 – xAl(OH)2]x

+). The
overall charge neutrality is compensated for by anions (coulombic forces) and water molecules
(hydrogen bonding between the hydroxy groups of the layers with the solvent) present in the
interstitial positions of the lamellar structure. In this study, the removal of thiocyanate anions was
only observed after thermal activation of the hydrotalcite (dehydration of the structure after
calcination). During the rehydration of the material upon contact with the solution, water was
adsorbed to re-form the hydroxide layers as well as being retained in the interlayer along with the
SCN– anions present in the solution (Palmer and Frost 2010). Besides the intercalation between
the hydroxide layers, the retention of anions has also been attributed to adsorption involving the
bonding of anionic species to the hydroxy groups on the external surface of the hydrotalcite
(Palmer and Frost 2010; Santos Costa et al. 2004). 

The removal efficiency towards SCN– anions did not seem to be related to the surface areas
and/or pore volumes of the adsorbents, since the uptake obtained for the activated carbon and the
zeolite was just slightly larger than that of sepiolite or the steel-making slags. The porosity of
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Figure 4. Kinetics of thiocyanate anion adsorption onto the adsorbents studied. Initial conc. of SCN– anions = 1500 ppm;
adsorbent dosage = 0.5 g/�.
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activated carbon is associated with the presence of wide-sized micropores (Ania et al. 2004) and
a relatively large volume of mesopores that enable a fast adsorption rate. In the case of the
zeolite, the porous network is formed by a 3D structure of interconnected cavities of ca. 0.5 nm
dimensions. In comparison to the ionic dimensions of the SCN– anion [maximum linear
dimension = 0.4 nm (Kunz and Giannelli 1976)], the pore sizes of both materials would appear
to be sufficiently large to accommodate such anions. Thus, the low SCN– anion adsorption
capacity exhibited by the activated carbon (relative to that for aromatic compounds) may be
associated with the low affinity between the carbon matrix and SCN– anions. In the case of the
zeolite, the occurrence of repulsive interactions involving the charges on the zeolitic framework
and/or the low affinity of SCN– anions might account for its lower uptake compared to the
activated carbon, despite its favourable textural properties. 

For the remaining materials, the adsorption capacity followed the trend: SA ~ SV > SEP >>
DIA ~ SLU. All presented poor textural development; hence, the differences in their retention
properties must be explained in terms of the accessibility of the anions and/or the affinity towards
the adsorbents which control the nature of the interactions with the inorganic skeletons. In the case
of the steel-making slags, the relatively large uptake despite the poor textural properties might be
attributed to the presence of iron in their composition (ca. 10–13 wt% expressed as Fe2O3) capable
of forming iron complexes, along with their macroporous structure (as confirmed by the rapid
uptake kinetics exhibited). Although sample SLU also contained 30 wt% Fe2O3 in its composition,
this material exhibited almost negligible adsorption of SCN– anions. These results indicate that the
iron might not be active in enhancing the uptake of SCN– ions; moreover, the sludge was non-
porous in nature (Table 2) and hence the affinity of the SCN– anions for the carbonaceous matrix
would be expected to be very low (as in the case of the activated carbon). 

3.2.3. Removal of thiocyanate anions from real wastewater 

The performance of the adsorbents exhibiting the best behaviour towards the synthetic solution
was investigated using real wastewater (before treatment) as provided by a coke-making plant in
Spain. Analysis showed that the real sample possessed the following average composition of
anions in solution: thiocyanate anions (1200 ppm), sulphate anions (140 ppm), nitrate anions
(55 ppm), chloride anions (< 25 ppm) and COD (1600 ppm). For most of the adsorbents
investigated, the adsorption of SCN– anions is expected to be reduced in the presence of foreign
anions, since non-specific interactions would be involved. A different behaviour would only be
expected in the case of the hydrotalcite, since retention on this sample would be based on the
exchange of charged species. The presence of chloride, sulphate and phosphate anions would
hardly interfere with the uptake of SCN– onto activated carbons (Namasivayan and Sangeetha
2005), since their concentration in the analyzed real wastewater was much lower (< 200 ppm) than
that of SCN– anions (ca. 1200 ppm). 

With the real wastewater sample, a systematic and sharp fall in the SCN– anion adsorption
capacity was observed for all the adsorbents (see Figure 5). In the case of hydrotalcite, the uptake
of SCN– anions dropped from 100 mg/g from the synthetic solution to 2 mg/g when adsorption
was conducted from a real wastewater. Because of their low concentrations in the real wastewater,
such a drop cannot be attributed exclusively to competition involving other anions present in
the aqueous phase. In fact, it must be attributed to the organic matter present on the wastewater
(COD = 1600 ppm) which blocks the channels in the hydrotalcite (HYT) where the ion exchange
would take place. This was confirmed by determining the adsorption capacity of HYT towards a
synthetic solution containing a similar initial concentration of SCN– anions but an organic matter
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content which was three-times lower (COD ~ 500 ppm), when a removal capacity of 55 mg/g was
exhibited by the hydrotalcite. 

In contrast, the drop in the adsorption capacity of the activated carbon was only 22%, which
was much lower than that of the zeolite (89%) which also displayed a microporous structure. It
would appear that the organic matter (particulate aggregates) was also capable of blocking the
entrances to the zeolite pores (interconnected through small cavities), thereby drastically reducing
the amount of SCN– anions adsorbed. On the other hand, the porosity of the activated carbon
remained accessible due to the presence of transport pores (mesopores) leading to the wide
microporosity in the sample. The drop in the adsorption capacity of the steel-making residues was
much smaller than those for the remaining adsorbents (with the exception of the activated carbon);
this was again attributed to their open macroporous structure. Since these materials (samples SV
and SA) were residues produced in the steel-making process, it would appear that such slags could
potentially be re-used as adsorbents for the removal of SCN– anions from real wastewater without
the need for any additional processing.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The removal of SCN– anions from synthetic and real wastewaters was investigated using
adsorbents of varied chemical composition and porosity. In synthetic solutions, the adsorption
capacity did not seem to be related to the textural structure of the adsorbent, since the removal
efficiency obtained with large-surface-area materials (activated carbon and zeolite) was similar to
those obtained with inorganic adsorbents with much less porous features. The largest adsorption
capacity was obtained for calcined hydrotalcite, indicating that the uptake was greatly enhanced
when the possibility of specific interactions (electrostatic interactions) between SCN– ions and the
adsorbent was present. 

When adsorption was undertaken from a real wastewater, the adsorption capacity of all the
adsorbents dropped sharply. This was particularly so for hydrotalcite, due to blockage of the
channels in its structure caused by the organic matter present in the industrial wastewater. In
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Figure 5. Adsorption capacity of selected adsorbents towards thiocyanate anions contained in real wastewater obtained
from a coke-making plant (SCN– concentration in the industrial effluent = 1500 ppm).
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contrast, the drop in the adsorption capacity of the activated carbon was less pronounced due to
its large transport pore network. 

Despite the lack of a well-developed porous network, the removal efficiency towards SCN–

anions exhibited by the steel-making slags was relatively large (both from synthetic and real
wastewaters), being similar to that of the other commercial inorganic adsorbents. Since such slags
are residues generated in the industrial process itself, these results suggest that steel-making slags
could be re-used as potential adsorbents without any additional processing for the removal of
SCN– anions from real wastewater produced in the coke-making process.
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